2008 YEAR 12 RESULTS  
(Stage 2 of South Australian Certificate of Education)

There was a total of 97 students studied Stage 2 subjects in 2008. Of the 97, nine Year 11 students studied Chinese, Dance Studies, Japanese, Music — Ensemble Performance and Musicianship.

Percentage of grades achieved in each band

- 92.1% of all grades at Seymour are As or Bs
- 61% of students are ranked in the top 10% for university entrance
- 52 Merit Scores of 20
- All 86 Year 12 students achieved their South Australian Certificate of Education.

Tertiary Entrance Ranking (TER)

This year 83 Seymour College students were eligible for a Tertiary Entrance Rank.

- 9 students (11%) are in the top 1% with a TER greater than 99.
- 19 students (23%) are in the top 2% with a TER greater than 98.
- 37 students (45%) are in the top 5% with a TER greater than 95.
- 51 students (61%) are in the top 10% with a TER greater than 90.

Merit Score Summary

1 student was awarded five 20s.
2 students were awarded four 20s.
2 students were awarded three 20s.
7 students were awarded two 20s.
19 students were awarded one 20.

Subject Results — Scores of 20

Accounting Studies — 2
Art Practical — 1
Biology — 6
Business Studies — 7
Chemistry — 4
Dance Studies — 1
English Communications — 2
English Studies — 5
Food and Hospitality Studies — 1
Information Technology Studies — 1
Legal Studies — 2
Mathematical Applications — 4
Music — Ensemble Performance — 2
Music — Performance Special Study — 1
Musicianship — 1
Physical Education — 8
Psychology — 2
Visual Arts Studies — 2